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C    hristopher Columbus was born around

  ,         1450 in Genoa a city that is now part of the

  . country of Italy

       . Christopher’s father was a weaver of cloth

     , . He wanted Christopher to be a weaver too

      . But Christopher dreamed of being a sailor

,   .Finally his father agreed
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      By the time Christopher Columbus was 

  ,     twenty-five years old he had sailed many

.       places He worked trading goods with people

     . along the coasts of Europe and West Africa

       As Columbus traveled, he learned several

.     .  languages He spoke with other sailors He

  , , read books about geography astronomy

,  .religion and history

       But Columbus was especially interested in

    . a book written by Marco Polo
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     Marco Polo had

   traveled east from

,  ,  Italy over land to

   countries then called

“  .”  the Indies He

    described the riches he

  , , found in India China

 . and Japan. Silks

.  Spices And gold! 

       , .  Columbus wanted to find these riches too So

        . he began making a plan to travel to the Indies

          But he would not go east over land like Marco

.       !Polo He would sail west over the ocean
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      . . .    ! It was a daring plan but it had problems

          Most of the maps that were available at that

       time showed a world that was much smaller

   .      than it really is Columbus figured that he would

  “  ” (     cross the Ocean Sea now called the Atlantic

)    .Ocean and land in China

          Columbus did not know that after crossing the

 ,       Ocean Sea he would bump into two continents

         that were unknown to him and to most people

.      in Europe These continents were later named

    . North America and South America



         The Americas were already home to many
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.    ,   people Thousands of years earlier settlers had

        traveled across a land bridge to what is now

.        Alaska They then spread out across the two

.  ,     continents Over time the land bridge was

 .covered with water

  ,      Also about 500 years before Columbus

   ,    dreamed of sailing west Viking explorers had

 .      done so They made settlements in Greenland

      . and Canada that lasted hundreds of years

          But people in southern Europe knew little or

    .nothing about the Viking voyages
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         Columbus knew his journey would be difficult

  .    and possibly dangerous Most sailors thought

         the Ocean Sea was too wide for a safe voyage

  . ,      to the Indies Also the plan was expensive and

    .Columbus did not have enough money

   ,       .In 1484 he asked the King of Portugal for help
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